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• EUI Targeting
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• Unique Barriers
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CSU Emissions
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Presentation Notes
Challenge is to move from fossil fuels to electricityDoes not include commuting, which is larger and has the same problem



Systemwide Emission Projection
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By 2032, our emissions goal is less than the natural gas emissions alone



Layers of CSU Policy
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Presentation Notes
Not to focus on one layerMost effective when you get some of each layer in a biteThere’s a tradeoff. The further down you go, the less authority that layer has. But so the easier it is to make a change.For example, writing a trustee level policy could take years and require approval from all the levels of leadership of the system, from Facility Officers to Presidents, and the Chancellor and the Trustees.But to implement a SUAM policy you just need approval of the Vice Chancellor.Example – On-campus renewables



Board of Trustees/Executive Orders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
High level goal indicating the direction the campus should move, here it’s the carbon emission reduction goalThe trustees set a goal of reaching 80 MW of on-campus generation by 2020. That’s all it says, nothing about how or even what kind of generation we expect to be installed.



State University Administrative Manual
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Presentation Notes
Where most of the detail and requirements are.This section isn’t done, mostly because I haven’t finished it yet, but in the draft we’re working on it has requirements on how much of the 80 MW each campus should be responsible for. ��There’s also requirements about which kinds of generation can be installed under which circumstances. When its appropriate to install fuel cells or solar or batteries.This level is also very important because its held to the same audit standard as Trustee policy, so it shouldn’t be ignored.



Compliance Guides
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This level provides technical focus and directionTo help a campus understand how much solar they should install Energy Contract Oversight Board have provided the “Solar Sizing Memo”. This provides guidance on different options the campus can pursue, and the relative benefits of those options. The intent is to advise campuses on how to maximize how much solar can be built on campus without curtailing production.The Chancellor’s Office has also worked with ARC Alternatives to provide a financial analysis tool to determine the cost effectiveness of proposed solar projects.



RFPs/Contracts
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Solar MEANext is the Requests for Proposals and Contracts layer The Chancellor’s Office completed the vendor qualifications portion of the solicitation process in a master enabling agreement. This streamlines the process, and lets the campuses avoid negotiating the terms of the contract. Campuses still need to do pricing. The Chancellor’s Office can influence campus actions by providing template RFPs and contracts to make procurement more efficient. This can also make sure the contract language is the strongest possible. By working together the vendors can also be more easily held accountable, since they are part of a pool instead of working on a bunch of one-off projects.



Communicating Values and Norms
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The last layer is the Communication layer. In a lot of ways this is most powerful layer.On a lot of campuses students and faculty are demanding that presidents install solar. We probably couldn’t stop the campuses from installing it if we tried to. The communication layer is where individual staff or departments have the most autonomy to influence their campuses too. Directly engaging with students can have a hugely beneficial effect on a campus’ sustainability program.This layer is also crucial because the people who use our systems need to understand why certain decisions were made, and that can only be done through communication.



Zero Net Energy Definitions

Zero Net Energy Source

ZNE Building

ZNE Campus
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A few definitions that we need to go overZNE Source: Produces as much energy as it consumes over the course of a year, when accounted for at the energy generation source. This needs to account for not just the energy directly used by the building, but also the waste energy such as distribution losses or generation inefficiencies.Zero Net Energy Building: An energy-efficient building where the actual annual delivered energy is less than or equal to the on-site renewable exported energy. ZNE Campus: encompasses a collection of buildings within a specified boundary, all located on the same site. This approach allows higher-performance buildings to offset lower-performance buildings, also allowing on-site energy production to be distributed throughout the campus, which helps to prevent financial losses from curtailment of solar systems when overgeneration of electricity occurs.



ZNE Building



ZNE Campus



EUI Targeting

Measurable energy target for design

Measurable Contract Standards

Promote Energy Efficiency First
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Energy Use Intensity is how we measure how energy efficient a building is. Its basically the energy use, usually in BTUs, divided by the square footage of the building. You have to be careful using these numbers to compare different buildings. The building type and the climate zone are two complicating factors.The Chancellor’s Office is working with Glumac to develop EUI targets for different building types on each campus.There are three goals for providing EIU targets for ZNE building designs.Provides a Measurable Target – get the energy and facilities people involved in the design early. This is a commonly identified solution to the problem of integrated design, but its very difficult to get everyone in the same room early. Provides a Contract Standard – because the standard is measurable we can see how close the design got to its goal. We’ve considered how this target can be used to incentivize the designer to make the building reach its EUI target, whether that’s through performance incentives or other kind of bonus.Promotes Energy Effiency first – energy efficiency is the cheapest, most effective climate emissions reduction. Lower energy buildings are also more resilient and cheaper to operate. And that’s something that we should promote however we can.



Data Sources

CSU Campus Energy Use Data (Monthly Energy Reports)

California Commercial End-Use Survey (CEUS)

US DOE/CA CEC Energy Code Performance
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To determine the campus EUI targets we had three primary data sources.First, the CSU Campus Energy Use Data from the Monthly Energy ReportsThis is the monthly energy use data from each campus.Second, California Commercial End-Use Survey (CEUS)This dataset tells us the real-world energy use by building type. We use this data to estimate what the EUI is for the existing building currently on campus.USDOE/CA CEC Energy Code PerformanceThis is Title 25 and ASHRE 90.1 standards that help us understand how much energy each subsystem uses.



EUI Estimates

Current Usage 2016 Title 24
23% Reduction

10% Better 
than Title 24
32% Reduction

Zero-Net 
Energy

54% Reduction
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From there we can estimate both the EUI performance of a proposed building, and how much energy use we can expect each subsystem to use in that building.We’ve calculated the energy use for a 40,000 sfq classroom building at Monterey Bay. The different graphs represent the EUI of a building that currently exisits on campus, one built to current Title 24 standards, one built 10% better than Title 24, and one built to be ZNE.This information will be valuable in understanding where to put our attention when designing the major systems of an ZNE building.For example, you can see that water heating (the purple area) doesn’t change much across the different building types, so we may not need to focus there. But you can see the heating (red area) needs to drop significantly, so it will require a lot of attention.Finally, the last step of a ZNE building, after reducing the energy usage as much as possible, is adding the renewables.
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This chart shows the proportion of budget needed to install the required renewables that will cover the energy use of the building.The point here is to show how much more cost effective the project is when the energy use of the building is reduced before trying to add renewables.Technically, you could just find an open part of the campus and add as much solar as you need to cover the building’s annual energy use, and that would be ZNE. But its basically the most expensive way to get there.



ZNE Sandwich
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To go back to the policy sandwich for a minute…Once we’ve finished the EUI target study, the area’s that we will focus on to promote this will be:The Compliance Guides, where we will have guidelines on how to achieve ZNE with a building.And the RFP and Contracts, where we will have draft language for projects that allows campuses to start their own ZNE projects more quickly and effectively.



Impacts of NZE on projects

• Schedule/Process
• Cost
• Campus Infrastructure
• Unique Barriers
• Case Study UCSD Torrey Pines Live Learn
• Case Study SDSU New Student Resident Hall 



Schedule/Process

• Requires more up front coordination/decisions between 
D/B team members and the University

• Requires more iterative calculations up front
• CSU Procedure guide requires SD drawings and a fixed 

cost by 75% SD
• Will require greater owner and design team contingencies



Campus Infrastructure for NZE

• NZE Utilities Master Plan
• Phasing out natural gas
• CoGen
• Central Plant Thermal Storage
• PV solar storage



Unique barriers to NZE

• Project Funding/Budgets and priorities
• Project Goals – what is the TOP priority?
• Facilities involvement in the NZE strategy
• O&M of unfamiliar technologies
• User education



Case Study:  
SDSU New Student Residence Hall

• $125 million Project Costs
• 1242 beds  
• 103,000 ASF 
• 188,000 GSF
• Completion Aug 17, 2019
• Program:

• Residence hall
• Coffee shop & market
• Community room
• Amenity spaces



Case Study: SDSU New Student Residence Hall

1. Food truck court• 2. Amphitheatre • 3. West courtyard • 4. East courtyard

1
2 3

4



Case Study: SDSU New Student Residence Hall
Covered outdoor living room



Case Study: 
SDSU New Student Residence Hall



1. Alternative Skin
1. Upgrade glazing
2. Exterior shading

2. Controlled receptacles
3. Window interlocks
4. Domestic Hot Water reduction
5. Energy dashboard

To achieve NZE what would we change on this project?

Case Study: 
SDSU New Student Residence Hall



Case Study: 
SDSU New Student Residence Hall
Heavy precast slows temperature changes inside

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Amanda – Mission housing building with a modern market to connect to Chappy	-This is what we realized we could actually afford - small, modern jewel box for Market



Case Study: 
SDSU New Student Residence Hall
Shades cut solar heat and scoop air into operable windows
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Amanda – Mission housing building with a modern market to connect to Chappy	-This is what we realized we could actually afford - small, modern jewel box for Market



Case Study: 
SDSU New Student Residence Hall
Controlled outlets cut plug load
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Presentation Notes
SusanThis is our outdoor living room which links both of the courtyards togetherEach floor also has a space “elevator lounge” with a TVAnd there are several smaller study rooms



Case Study: 
SDSU New Student Residence Hall
Open or closed, who decides?

SHARED DOUBLE ROOM
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SusanThis is our outdoor living room which links both of the courtyards togetherEach floor also has a space “elevator lounge” with a TVAnd there are several smaller study rooms



Case Study: 
SDSU New Student Residence Hall
Timers on showers?
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SusanThis is our outdoor living room which links both of the courtyards togetherEach floor also has a space “elevator lounge” with a TVAnd there are several smaller study rooms



Case Study: 
SDSU New Student Residence Hall
How do we engage students in NZE?
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SusanThis is our outdoor living room which links both of the courtyards togetherEach floor also has a space “elevator lounge” with a TVAnd there are several smaller study rooms



Case Study: 
SDSU New Student Residence Hall
Energy outcomes
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Amanda – Mission housing building with a modern market to connect to Chappy	-This is what we realized we could actually afford - small, modern jewel box for Market



Case Study: 
SDSU New Student Residence Hall

12 - 15% Cost of Work 
Increase

Structural and Skin 
Changes would delay 
opening by 1 semester



Case Study: 
UCSD North Torrey Pines Live/learn

• $490 Million
• 1.5 M Square Feet

• pEUI – 31.5

• LEED Platinum

• NZE Ready



Case Study: 
UCSD North Torrey Pines Live/learn

• Natural Ventilation

• Single Sided Ventilation

• Augmented Natural Ventilation 
through exhaust fans



Case Study: 
UCSD North Torrey Pines Live/learn

• Click to add text
• text

• text
• text

• Text

• Less than 5% premium
• Payback in 11 Years



Case Study: 
San Ysidro Land Port of Entry
• $750 Million 
• LEED Platinum
• Solar Thermal 
• PV
• Waste Water 

Treatment
• Rainwater
Capture and Re-use

• Geothermal Heat Exchange System
• GSA Plans Net Zero Energy



Case Study: 
San Ysidro Land Port of Entry



Case Study: 
San Ysidro Land Port of Entry
• Geothermal Heat Exchange System
• 450 Wells 400’ deep = 70 Miles of Piping
• Costs to achieve NZE 10 Months of Drilling

Large Site Area prevented other 
construction from progressing

Redundant traditional systems 
Costs



Please fill out 
session evaluation 
using Guidebook.
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